Lawrence Summers in the news

One of the world's most distinguished voices on the modern economy, here is a sampling of LARRY SUMMERS' media appearances:

4.2.2020  Summers on record surge in U.S. unemployment | Amanpour & Co.
1.7.2020  Do Americans really need to be more thrifty? | The Washington Post / Opinions
12.4.2019  Larry Summers: Trump's trade war is a 'Stop, or I'll shoot myself in the foot' strategy | CNN Business
11.17.2019  Yes, our tax system needs reform. Let's start with this first step. | The Washington Post
9.2.2019  If Business Roundtable CEOs are serious about reform, here's what they should do | The Washington Post
7.8.2019  Christine Lagarde enters the European Central Bank at a perilous moment | The Washington Post
2.4.2019  No trade deal can dictate our relationship with China | Washington Post
1.30.2019  Budget deficits, the economy, and what should be priorities for the government | CNBC Squawk Alley
12.3.2018  Washington may bluster but cannot stifle the Chinese economy | Financial Times
9.3.2018  Ending quarterly reports will not stop corporate short-termism | Financial Times
4.9.2018  Is a trade war with China coming? | Zakaria GPS
4.8.2018  Donald Trump trade threats lack credibility | Financial Times
4.5.2018  Are Trump's tariffs against China just a negotiating tool? | CNN New Day
3.5.2018  Larry Summers: Trump's tariffs 'crazy, dumb' | Amanpour - Full Interview
2.28.2018  Summers Warns Next U.S. Recession Could Outlast Previous One | Bloomberg Markets
1-29-2018  Is Trump right to claim credit for a booming economy? | CNN Amanpour
11-21-2017  Lawrence Summers on Trump Tax Cuts | MSNBC Lawrence O'Donnell